
On 25 and 27 of January held in the VŠFS in Most exhibition "Explore MOSTECKO. Opening was 
organized by Elementary School professor Zdenek Matějček Most of the cooperation with Europe 
Direct. On the occasion of the exhibition visitors could see a lot of works of art with symbolic Most´s  
landmarks and monuments, under the leadership of their teachers produced students themselves. 
Among the drawings and photographs of children monitored the course of the exhibition of 
sculptures and models of four elements, the original building is guarded by the Most municipality. 

Exhibition itself was also very enriched by performance of children from all school years. After the 

opening speech the Director of Schools PhDr. Hana Ajmová and welcoming all visitors the presenter 

Christopher of the class 3.A  gradually introduced single output in which children come closer to the 

audience in an original way places that have visited over the past months. Visitors had the 

opportunity to learn a lot of attractions such as the Dean's church, Holy Spirit Hospital, Castle Lake 

or Castle Hněvín. Pupils also shared the individual outputs, their experiences from trips and 

reminded the competitions which their teachers have prepared  for them. Also noted the town's 

mining past and stressed the necessity for considerate dealing of countryside, with whom they met on 

the nature trail hill Ressl. Theme of the project, work on the project and the pedagogical team led 

Mgr. Jana Tykalova. 

 The whole performance was taking place in the spirit of a virtual walking history of the city, which 

dominated the scene, "How  most´s people come to horse shoes" from the time of the Hussite wars. 

Half -hourly performance varied children's musical accompaniment, and songs that have prepared 

especially for this exhibition. At the end of the   performances,  some of the enthusiasm  audience 

were joined to children. Except of  parents and representatives of the Europe Direct visited the 

exhibition a number of important guests, led by the chief magistrate  Ing. Vlastimil Vozka. 

Exhibition "Meet Mostecko" had great resonance among the visitors and their children were properly 

taken them well-deserved success. 
 


